We have been using group homepage redirection at login time for months on 1.10cvs with no problems. But in the latest couple of months, I would say, some bug might have been introduced since it stopped working recently ago, just after a cvs update.

We've noticed that if we uncheck: "Go to group homepage only if login from default homepage:" (at Admin -> General), then redirection works again (but we loose the right direction when somebody gopes to the tiki site after clicking to a forum post url from their email program on local.

Importance
4

Demonstrate Bug
A bit more info: if this is the same feature I am seeing, it seems to come from some errant information in \$_SESSION, which is loaded from lib/userslib.php around line 1312. var_dump shows this:

\$_SESSION['u_info']['group']['groupName'] is "&stringx = 'groupname..."

From that point on it fails: the code in get_user_default_homepage breaks down and just gets the first letter of the groupname, which it then tries to find a group homepage for (and fails, since it only has one letter...) and the process goes downhill from there.

I ended up commenting out the \$_SESSION stuff at 1312'ish in lib/userslib.php and it seems to work, but I don't know what else I broke in the process, so that isn't the Real Fix but may help someone else fix the real bug.

snarlydwarf 07 Mar 08 18:46 GMT-0000
sylvieg seems to have fixed this for me.. does current CVS work for you?

dthacker 24 Apr 08 19:05 GMT-0000
Tested ok on SVN current as of 2008-04-24. dthacker
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